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da, Pe Wien”
I believe you know that the Council of The Royal Society of
Arts decided, at its November 1961 meeting, that in the
future the Benjamin Franklin Medal of the Society should be
awarded in alternate years, to a citizen of the United States,
and to a citizen of the United Kingdom who in the opinion of
the Society has, in contributing to the encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures and Commerce, forwarded the cause of Anglo=
American understanding. This year the first recipient under
these new arrangements is Lord Rootes, "for his work in the
furtherance of Anglo-American Commerce''.

In accordance with this decision the Benjamin Franklin Medal
will be awarded in 1963 to an American citizen, May I therefore
ask you as a Benjamin Franklin Fellow of the Society, to nomin=
ate an American citizen who in your opinion should be recommen-
ded to the Council for this award.

The name you suggest will be forwarded to the Council.

I will be grateful if you can send me this information before

April 10th,
! |

MOSt sincefely, u
AN7
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INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION 33 SOUTH SEVENTEEN STREET PHILADELPHIA 3, PA.
phone/locust 4-4400 cable/currcon twx/ph 803

March 2, 1962

Dr. N. Wiener

Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
Cambridge 39. Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

The Institute for Scientific Information is engaged in a research
project with the support of the National Institutes of Health.
The project is briefly described in the enclosed reprint which
appeared in the Journal of Heredity.

Also enclosed are a few reprints discussing the general idea of
citation indexes. Finally, there is also enclosed some experi-
mental computer tabulations based on recent experiments we have
conducted.

We would sincerely appreciate any comments you would wish to make
concerning this work and your thoughts as to the potential value
of a citation index in vour own work.

We would be glad to send you any additional citation index list-
ings you may request for any specific authors in whom vou are
interested.

Sincerely yours,

eE

Eugene Garfield
Director

EG/SS
Encls,



Reprinted from SCIENCE, July 15, 1955, Vol. 122, No. 3159, pages 108-111.

Citation Indexes for Science

A New Dimension in Documentation

through Association of Ideas

Eugene Garfield

“The uncritical citation of disputed
data by a writer, whether it be deliberate
or not, is a serious matter. Of course,

&lt;nowingly propagandizing unsubstanti-
ated claims is particularly abhorrent,
out just as many naive students may be
swayed by unfounded assertions pre-
sented by a writer who is unaware of the
criticisms. Buried in scholarly journals,
critical notes are increasingly likely to
be overlooked with the passage of time,
while the studies to which they pertain,
having been reported more widely, are
apt to be rediscovered.” (1)

approach to subject control of the litera
ture of science. By virtue of its different
“onstruction, it tends to bring togethei
material that would never be collated by
the usual subject indexing. It is best de
scribed as an association-of-ideas index

and it gives the reader as much leeway
as he requires. Suggestiveness through
association-of-ideas is offered by conven
tional subject indexes but only within the
imits of a particular subject heading.

If one considers the book as the macro

anit of thought and the periodical article
the micro unit of thought, then the cita-
don index in some respects deals in the
submicro or molecular unit of thought.
[t is here that most indexes are inade-

quate, because the scientist is quite often
concerned with a particular idea rather
‘han with a complete concept. “Thought’
ndexes can be extremely useful if they
ire properly conceived and developed.
‚In the literature-searching process, in

dexes play only a small, although signifi
cant, part. Those who seek comprehensive
ndexes to the literature of science fail tc

oint out that such indexes, although they
may be desirable, will provide only a
etter starting point than the one pro-
vided in the selective indexes at present
available. One of the basic difficulties is
0 build subject indexes that can antici-
pate the infinite number of possible ap-
proaches the scientist may require. Pro-
sonents of classified indexes may suggest
‘hat classification is the solution to thi
problem, but this is by no mears ‘the

In this paper I propose a bibliographic
system for science literature that can
eliminate the uncritical citation of frau-

Julent, incomplete,orobsoletedata by
making it possible for the conscientious
scholar to be aware of criticisms of
;arlier papers. It is too much to expect a
‘esearch worker to spend an inordinate
amount of time searching for the biblio-
graphic descendants of antecedent pa-
vers. It would not be excessive to de-
nand that the thorough scholar chgck
all papers that have cited or criticized
such papers, if they could be located
quickly. The citation index makes this
check practicable. Even if there were no
other use for a citation index than that

of minimizing the citation of poor data,
he index would be well worth the effort
required to compile it.

This paper considers the possible util-
ty of a citation index that offers a new

case. Classified indexes are also depend:
ent upbn a subject analysis of individual
articles and, at best, offer us better con-
sistency of indexing rather than greater
specificity or multiplicity in the subject
approach. Similarly, terminology is im-
portant, but even an ideal standardiza-

tion of terminology and nomenclature
will not solve the problem of subject
analysis,

What seems to be needed, then, in ad-
dition to better and more comprehensive
indexes, alphabetical and classified, are
new types of bibliographic tools that can
help to span the gap between the subject
approach of those who create documents
—that 1s, authors —and the subject ap-
proach of the scientist who seeks infor-
mation.

Since 1873 the legal profession has
been: provided with an invaluable re-
search tool known as Shepard's Citations,
published by Shepard's Citations, Inc.,
Colorado Springs, Colo. (2). A citation
index is published for court cases in the
48 states as well as for cases in Federal

courts. Briefly, the Shepard citation sys-
tem is a listing of individual American
court cases, each case being followed by
a complete history, written in a simple
code. Under each case is given a record
of the publications that have referred to
the case, the other court decisions that
have affected the case, and any other
references that may be of value to the
lawyer. This type of listing is particu-
larly important to the lawyer, because.
in law, much is based on precedent.

Citation indexes depend on a simple
system of coding entries, one that re-
quires minimum space and facilitates the
gathering together of a great volume ot
material. However, a code is not abso.
lutely necessary if one chooses to compile
a systematic listing of individual cases or
reports, with a complete bibliographic
history of each of them. Thus, it would
be possible to list all pertinent references
under each case with sufficient com-

Mr. Garfield is Director of the Institute

of Scientific Information, 1122 Spring Gar
den Street, Philadelphia 23, Pa.



pleteness to give the index more of the
appearance of a bibliography. However,
this would result in an extremely bulky
volume.

There are analogies in bibliographic
operations. For example, in cataloging
books for booksellers’ or library catalogs,
an attempt is made to find references to
cach book in one or more aathoritative

bibliographic sources, such as the’ cata-
logs of the British Museum (BM), Biblio-
théque Nationale (BN), or the Library
of Congress (LC). The “authority” card
used in cataloging sometimes looks like
a Shepard entry.

Another example is a book-review di-
gest, in which one finds for each book
title a series of references and selections

from published reviews, critical and
otherwise. Certain indexing publications
periórm a similar function.

Some time ago I became concerned
with the problem of developing a cita-
tion code for science. This was necessary
for the efficient manipulation by mechan.
‘cal devices of entries to scientific indexes.
In the course of this research I developed
a very simple system for identifying an
individual scientific article that had ap-
peared in the periodical press. The re.
sulting numerical code consisted of two
parts. The first part was a serial number,
used instead of an abbreviation, to iden-
tify each periodical; it was similar to the
serial numbers employed in the World
List of Scientific Periodicals, by no means
a new idea. For example, Die Biblio-
graphie der fremdsprachigen Zeitschrif-
ten Literatur has for many years used
such a system to save space.

The second part of the code number
was also a serial number, assigned to each
article in a particular publication, start-
ing with 1 and continuing throughout all
volumes. The code thus gives no indica-
tion of year or volume number, a serious
shortcoming, The article number is also
not unique, having been used by the Pro-
ceedings of the Society for Experimental
Biology and Medicine since its inception,
These two serial numbers taken together
it can be seen, can identify any published
periodical article: It soon became appar-
ent, after such codes had been utilized on
an experimental basis, that the use gf the
codes would facilitate the compilation of
a citation index. (Other coding systems
would be equally applicable.)

A citation index to science would have
the following main characteristics. First
there would be a complete alphabetic
listing of all periodicals covered, in addi-
tion to the code number for each periodi-
cal. This list would be similar to the
World List, but without the library hold-
ings information. The main portion of
the citation index would list in straight
numerical order the code numbers for
all the articles covered. Under each code
qumber, for example, 3001-6789, there

would be listed other code numbers rep:
resenting articles that had referred to the
article in question, together with an in-
dication of whether the citing source
was an original article, review, abstract.
review article, patent, or translation, and
so forth. In effect, the system would pro-
vide a complete listing, for the publica:
sions covered, of all the original articles
‘hat had referred to the article in ques
tion. This would clearly -be particularly
useful in historical research, when one ir
trying to evaluate the significance of a
particular work and its impact on the
literature and thinking of the period
Such, an “impact factor” may be much
more indicative than an absolute coun'

of the number of a scientist's publica
tions, which was used by Lehman (3)
and Dennis (4). The “impact factor” i
similar to the quantitative measure ob:
tained by Gross (5).in evaluating the
relative importance of scientific journals,
a method later criticized by Brodmar
“6) but used again by Fussler (7).

Other advantages would also obtain
In a way such listings would provide eack
scientist with an individual clipping serv
ice. By referring to the listings for hir
article, añ author could readily deter-
mine which other scientists were making
reference to his work, thus increasing
communication possibilities between sci
entists. It is also possible that the indi-
vidual scientist thus might become aware
of implications in his studies that he was
not aware of before.

Most authors like to see how their

works are received. Bringing together al'
book reviews and abstracts is very im
portant, for it is not possible for ar
author to keep up with the thousands of
publications in which his contribution
might be reviewed. This applies equally
to publishers. It would not be impossible
to include books in the citation index. In-
deed, as a first suggestion, the use ol
Library of Congress card numbers as the
‘dentifying code for books would seem
ippropriate.

It is necessary next to discuss some

realistic questions concerned with thc
realization of such an index. Bitner (8)
has estimated that 30,000 cases are cov-
ered by Shepard’s Citations in 1 year,
the cases and articles appearing in not
more than a few hundred publications.
[n 1953 about 1 million citations were
added—close to 40 citations per case..

What is the prospect in scientific litera
ture? The last published edition- of the
World List of Scientific Periodicals con
:ained more than 50,000 titles in science
and technology. It is variously estimated
¿hat between 1 and 3 million new scien-

tific articles are published each year. The
Journal of the American Chemical So-
ciety alone publishes more than 3000 per
year, including approximately 2000 origi-
nal articles. The order of magnitude is

therefore potentially from 50 to 100
times as great as it is for Shepard’s Cita-

tions.
However, not all of these 50,000 pub-

lications are being covered in our present
indexing activities, and yet this has not
preventedusfrom.continuing indexes of
standard type or from starting new ones,
Lack of complete coverage is not neces-
sarily an.argument against a citation in-
dex. It is in fact an argument in its favor.
Coverage could perhaps be limited to the
list of periodicals covered by one of the
leading indexing services. This approach
would, of course, have an immediate dis-
advantage. . Such a subject selection
would mean that less directly related sub-
jects of interest would be excluded, and
these are the publications that the indi-
vidual is least likely to cover in his own
research. It would be necessary to con-
sider all the pros and cons in a selective
approach and then to determine the pos-
sible utility of such a tool. For example,
would a citation index to the 1500 peri-
odicals covered by the Current List of
Medical Literature be of real value, or,
sirnilarly, a citation index to the 5000
periodicals covered by Chemical Ab-
stracts? The Current List would, in fact,
offeragood starting point, since it al-
ready provides a unique code for the
100,000 items indexed by it each year.
Presumably these are the most significant
contributions in the covered fields for the
year. If 10 is the number of references in
the average article, then about 1 million
citations would be involved. The prepa-
ration of that number annually is not un-
reasonable. Shepard’s has already used
well over 50 million citations in its pub-
lishing activities.

The ultimate success of a citation in-

dex would depend on many factors, For
example, if each periodical would assign
unique code numbers to the articles pub-
lished, it would be possible for authors
to list these numbers in their bibliogra-
phies and, thus, to save the work of cod-
ing on the part of the citation index staff.
It is unlikely that such a development
could take place in less than 5 or 10
years, but it is comparable to the problem
of getting publishers to include Library
of Congress card numbers in their pub-
lications.

When such a large volume of data is
to be handled, mechanical devices of
high speed and versatility could be used
to great advantage and would probably
determine success or failure, Once the

coding is done, compilation itself is quite
mechanical. This could be done by means
of conventional filing slips; the Shepard
organization itself has used them success-
fully for 80 years. However, it would be
facilitated by a mechanical approach
using punched cards.

The utility of a citatiog index in any
field must also be considered from the



point “of view of the transmission of
ideas. A thorough scientist cannot be
satisfied merely with searching the litera-
ture through indexes and bibliographies
if he is going to establish the history of
an idea. Ile must obviously do a great
deal of organized, as well as eclectic,
reading. The latter is necessary because
it is impossible for any one person (the
indexer) to anticipate all the thought
processes of a user. Conventional subject
indexes are thereby limited in their at
tempt to provide an ideal key to the lit-
erature. The same may be said of classi-
fication schemes. In tracking down the
origins of an idea, the citation index can
be of real help. This is well illustrated by
an example from my own experience.

Many years ago the Radio Corporation
of America developed a reading-aid for
the blind (9). This device had an elec-
tronic system for converting printed let-
ters into recognizable sound patterns.
Using the device, a blind nfan could scan
a printed page; in a set of headphones
he could hear a series of sound patterns,
cach letter having its own recognizable
sound pattern. In effect, the words were
spelled out, letter by letter, in code. I
was particularly interested in this device
because I had been independently work-
ing -on a device that would copy print,
letter by letter, and reproduce it for
bibliographic and other purposes. The
two devices had something in common ir
that they both employed scanning de
vices. I then wanted to learn whether
anyone had ever suggested that the RCA
reading-aid could be used for this pur
pose. It will be apparent that if anyone
had known of the RCA device and had
thought of adapting it for copying pur-
poses, a reference to the article might
have been made. This reference could
easily have been included in an article
or patent that was not at all related to

the problem of reading devices. A cita-
tion index would have given me”just
what I was after. Nothing could substi-
tute for extensive reading, but a great
deal of time could have been saved by
bringing the appropriate works to my at-
cention.

[n the course of my reading I did find
a few references to this device, one in a

book (10), and several others in peri.
odical articles, one of which was a Ger

man article on the mechanization of
philological analyses and concordance
building. The latter article (77) did not
discuss my own special interest in copy-
ing devices, but it did show the similarity
between the author’s and my own think-
ing from the point of view of letter-rec-
ognition devices, which is what the RCA
device attempts to be. In other words,
both of us were interested in this device

as a letter-recognition device for the
analvsis of text.

In another instance the RCA article
was unexpectedly cited in the journal
Electronic Engineering in an article or
information theory (12) that I was read
ing because of an entirely different in
terest. No subject indexer could have an:
ticipated this crossbreeding of interests
Perhaps there are many other articles
and books unknown to me that have
made similar references to this device
[Tow can they be located when the main
subject matter of the article is, on the
surface, so unrelated in nature?

One might say that it would be pos-
sible to index articles more thoroughly
“o achieve the same results. For example
‘he article on information theory, if thor
oughly indexed, might have included ar
entry under reading devices for the blind
Yet if this were done, our periodical in
dexing services would clearly become
hopelessly overloaded with material tha
is not necessary to lead us to the micro
anit—the entire article or one of its

major sections. Although it might be said
that no scientist interested in the greate
comprehensiveness to be found in a cita:
tion index would object to having such a
3reat mass of references in a subject in
dex, this is impracticable. It would re
quire an army of indexers to read the
articles and identify the exact subject
matter of every paragraph or sentence
Yet this would be necessary. To illustrate,
it is only in the very last paragraph of
‘he article on information theory that one
would find a reference to reading devices
for the blind.

Were an army of indexers available, it
's still doubtful that the proper subject
indexing could be made. Over the year:
changes in terminology take place, that
vitiate the usefulness of a standard sub

¡ect index. To a certain extent, this 1s
overcome through the citation approach
for the author who has made reference
to a paper 40 or 50 years old has inter

preted the terminology for us. By using
authors’ references in compiling the cita-
ion index, we are in reality utilizing an
army of. indexers, for every time an
author makes a reference he is in effect

indexing that work from his point ol
view. This is especially true of review
articles where each statement, with the
following reference, resembles an index
entry, superimposed upon which is the
function of critical appraisal and inter-
pretation. To the indexer this has its ad-
vantages as well as its disadvantages

(13).
To determine in a practical way what

-he citation index could offer, it was de-
cided to track down the citations made
in one journal to a single significant ar-
ticle, in order to compile a sample entry
for the citation index. At the suggestion
of Erich Meyerhoff, I selected Hans
Selve’s famous article on the general

adaptation syndrome (14). A systematic
search was then made of all papers that
were published in the Journal of Clinica
Endocrinology subsequent to Selye:
paper up to 1951—a period of 5 years,
including well over 500 articles. Ever
bibliography in each of the 500 articles
was checked for a reference to Selye's
article. Twenty-three articles were found
to make such reference; each of them
was then checked for the character o!

the information provided.
Examination of the citation list (Table

1) shows the great variety of subject mat.
ter included. One thing became quite
clear, even to the uninitiated—that is, the
influence of Selye's article has been quite
pronounced. Such evidence is extremely
valuable to the historian.

It is interesting to note that, although
all the articles cited were indexed in

Quarterly Cumulative Index Medicus,
not one is to be found there under the

heading “Adaptation.” In fact, it is sur-
prising not to find any articles from this
journal under this subject heading.

It also becomes quite obvious that
many references to Selye’s paper were
general and contribute little or nothing

Table 1. Index sample based on article
by Hans Selye, “General adaptation syn-
drome” [J. Clin. Endocrinol. 6, 117
(1946)]. The code number for this journal
in the World List is 11,123a; the article
number is arbitfarily taken as 687; and
the code number for the article is 11123a-
687. The 23 articles that cited Selye’s
article are listed, followed by A hypo-
thetical citation index entry for Selye’.
article* R, review article; A, abstract; O
original article

1. Williams, R. H.: Thyroid &amp; Adrenal
Interrelations, 7: 52-57 (1947).

2. Venning, E. H.: Glycogenic Corti-
coids, 7: 79-101.(1947).

3. Forbes, et al.: 17-Ketosteroids in
Trauma and Disease, 7: 264-288
(1947).
Talbot, et al.: Excretion of 11-Oxy-
corticosteroids, 7: 331-350 (1947).
Castillo, E. B. del, et al.: Syndrome
of Rudimentary Ovaries, 7: 385-422
(1947).
Forsham, P. H., et al.: Pituitary
Adrenocorticotropin, 8: 15-66
(1948).
Pincus, G., et al.: Rhythm in Biped
Excretion, 8: 221-226 (1948).
LeCompte, P. M.: Width of Adrenal
Cortex in Lymphatic Leukemia, 9-
158-162 (1949).
Wolfson, W. Q.: 17-Ketosteroids in
Gout, 9: 497-513 (1949).
Stein, H. J., et al.: Hormonal Re-
sponse to Heat and Cold, 9: 529-547
(1949).
Davis, M. E.: Eosinophils in Preg-
nancy and Labor, 9: 714-724
(1949).
Conn, J. W.: Na and Cl of Sweat as
Cortical Index, 10: 12-23 (1950).
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Recant, L., et al.: Effect of Epine-
ohrine on Eosinophils; 10: 187-229
(1950).
McArthur, J. W.; et al.: Urinary
Excretion of Corticosteroids in Día-
etic Acidosis, 10: 307-312 (1950).
dors, 'E.: Fertility in Paraplegic
Males, 10: 381-398 (1950).
Srossman, S., et al.: Idiopathic Lac-
ation following thoracoplasty, 10:
729-734 (1950). .

Zooper,J.S.,et al.: Metabolic Con-
sequences of Spinal Cord Injury, 10:
358-870 (1950). ’

Hioco, D.: Adrenal Metabolites in
Bronchial Asthma, 10: 1570-1578
1950).
jailer, J. W.: Pituitary-Adrenal Sys-
-em in Infants, 11: 186-192 (1951).
Deane, H. W.: The Adrenals in Ex-
»erimental Hypertension, 11: 193-
208 (1951).
Hioco, D., et al.: Epinephrine and
ACTH in Bronchial Asthma, 11:
395-407 (1951).
Schaffenberg, C. A., et al.: p-Hy-
droxypropiophenone (PHP) and
sther so-called pituitary inhibitors,
tl: 1215-1223 (1951).
Talbot, N. B., et al.: Urinary Water-
Soluble Corticosteroids, 11: 1223-
236 (1951).

Citation Index Entry
111235-687

464-9789 (R)
869-3366 (R)

1105-9876 (A)
1123-4432(R)

111,123-0752(0)
0779(0)
7264 (0)
7331 (0)
7385(0)
-0866 (0)
8221(0)
9158(0)
9497(0)
-9529(0)

to the readers’ enlightenment, since exact
sage references are not provided. In sev-
eral cases the Selye article is even cited
out not referred to in the text. Selye's in-
luence on all of these authors is quite
apparent. In particular instances the ci-
-ations are of value in locating confirma-
‘ory evidence of some of Selye's claims.

Thus, in the case of a highly significant
article, the citation index has a quanti-
:ative value, for it may help the historian
:o measure the influence of the article—

that is, its “impact factor.” With regard
:0 a less significant work, one would sus-
pect that the bibliographic advantages
might be increased, because the scientist
or librarian would be provided with ref-
erences not to be found in conventional

indexes. The preliminary evidence pre-

sented indicates that the citation index
offers interesting possibilities for another
approach to bibliographic control.

The next step in compiling the index
‘or the Selye article would be to seek out
1dditional references to it in more periph-
eral journals, but obviously the farther
away you get from the immediate subject
area of the main article, the fewer the
references to it you will locate. Yet these
may well be the most useful references of
all, for the cross-fertilization of subject
ields is one of our most important prob-
‘ems in science literature.

It will be well to close with a brief
iescription of how the citation index
might be compiled. The first step would
be. the selection of the particular group
of periodicals to be covered; next, the
Jeriod to be covered, say, only that since
900.
The problem actually has two facets:

the selection of periodicals to be covered
in order to obtain citations, and the selec-
tion of those articles for which we want

2 citation record. For example, all ar-
ticles in journals in the Current List of
Medical Literature that have remained
in continuous publication since 1900
might be coded, in which case the Jour-
nal of Clinical Endocrinology would not
oe included. However, we might include
as citation sources all journals covered
by the Current List. Thus, the bibliogra-
phies appearing in articles in the Journal
of Clinical Endocrinology would supply
references to the basic group of articles.

Each coder would be assigned a group
of articles in a particular journal. The
first step would be to number each article
in the journal in ascending order, by
atilizing a complete table of contents of
that journal from its inception.

Once a code number has been assigned
to each article, the proper codes may
then be assigned to each periodical. This
might be the number given in the World
List, with new numbers for any periodi-
cals not to be found there. -

Actual coding starts with the first ar-
icle in a particular periodical. The coder
srepares a 3- by 5-in. card for each cita-
ion made in the article. Each card
should give (i) the code number for the
citing article, (ii) the code number for
‘he article cited, and (iii) a classification
of the citing article as an original con-
ribution, review article, abstract, and so
‘orth.

Many references will be excluded by
he limits of coverage set up. Thus all
-eferences to articles not in the prescribed
ist of journals would be excluded.

All books would be excluded unless
otherwise specified, in which case the
-eference card would carry. the code for

the citing article and the code for the
book (its LC card number).

After all the articles had been coded,
it would next be necessary to .sort the
cards by the code numbers for the items
cited. This would yield a group of cards
for each cited article. These would then
de sorted by code numbers for the citing
articles. This completes the coding and
sorting. The next step would be prepara-
sion for the printer.

From this description it will be appar-
ent that, although a great volume of ma-
:erial is to be covéred, relatively unskilled
persons can perform the necessary coding
ind filing. Professional supervision would
still be required, because certain decisions
require skilled judgment, for example,
when ibid. or loc. cit. must be carefully
‘nterpreted. Footnotes tend to make cod-
‘ng somewhat cumbersome. The code I
have described is merely an example used
0 illustrate the method in principle. If
‘he system were adopted, then in the
‘uture every author ought to be required
to include theserial number of each item
he referred to, so as to facilitate not only
:he compilation of citation indexes but
also other operations such as requests for
-eprints (15, 16).

In a certain sense a citation index is
not very different from a compendium
like Beilstein, which gives a rather com-
dtete record of a compound, compiled
by a similar method. A citation index
for the literature of chemistry would un-
doubtedly make the preparation of such
works as Beilstein much easier than it is
at present. The new bibliographic tool,
like others that already exist, is just a
starting point in literature research. It
will help in many ways, but one should
not expect it to solve all our problems.
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RESEARCH scientists will soon be con-
sulting a more precise and specific litera-

ture index that links together subject material
that would never be collated by usual index-
ing systems. Concerned with new starting
points for scientific literature searches, the
mique concept uncovers sometime-buried as-
sociations, relating important works and
authors, yet keeps the researcher abreast of
the masses of current published scientific
information. This new approach to informa-
ion retrieval is called the Citation Index.

A $300,000 grant extending over a three-
year period has been awarded to the Institute
‘or Scientific Information, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, to study the practicability of cita-
don indexes and to test their techniques of
oreparation. The project, under joint sponsor-
ship of the National Institutes of Health and
the National Science Foundation, is aimed
at producing a unified citation index for
science including the publication of a genetics
‘ndex.

Dr. Eugene Garfield, director of ISI, ex-
plains the simplified citation index this way.
If this article you are now reading were
processed for citation indexing, it would be
called the “referant.” All the items in the
bibliography would be called “references.” A
list of these references, each of which is fol-
lowed by its associated list of referants, be-
somes the citation index. By using a citation
index, the researcher finds out what works
nave cited a particular reference following
its publication.

By focusing on the individual citation rather
than specific subjects, the citation index signi-
jes a more sophisticated method of scientific
documentation. as well as a growing biblio-

rraphical aid. Because the scientific re-
earcher is generally aware of one or more
articular papers already published in the
wea of his specialized interests, he will use
he citation index as a starting point, rather
han the specific topics found in conventional
ndexing.

Better scientist-to-scientist communication
s expected, for authors can see at a glance
vhat literature has been published since their
vorks, in their own and related fields, that
'efer back to their own works.

By virtue of its different construction and
yurpose, the citation index complements in-
lexes like Beilstein, Chemical Abstracts,
iological Abstracts and is not intended as a
substitute.

“Experimental studies on systems for ex-
racting and processing citations will soon be
completed,” Dr. Garfield reports. It is esti-
nated that approximately one million refer-
nces will be processed during the next six
nonths on a high speed magnetic tape com-
water. According to Dr. Garfield, “approxi-
nately three million citations, from scientific
iterature published in the five-year period
959 to 1963, will be processed during the life
f the project.”

As a guide to the project and aid towards
-efining concepts of the methodology, an ad-
dsory committee of scientists has been es-
ablished. Members of this board are Dr.
jordon Allen, National Institute of Mental
Tealth; Dr. Joshua Lederberg, Stanford Uni-
rersity; Dr. George LeFevre, Harvard Uni-
rersity; Dr. Joseph Melnick, Baylor Uni-
srsity;. Dr. Sol Spiegelman, University of
llinois.

The Journal of Heredity, Vol. 52(4), July-August, 1961



CITATION INDEXES — NEW PATHS TO SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
EUGENE GARFIELD

The Institute for Scientific Information
1122 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia 23, Pennsvlvania

(nial eis methods of documentation were, relatively speaking, satisfactory for theclassical specialties. Chemical Abstracts (CA) still does an excellent job of covering the
literature. Each year, however, the number of abstracts increases. The problem is accentuated
by the increasing number of specialties which relate to chemistry. Serpinsky claims that the
Soviet counterpart of CA selects articles from more than 9,000 journals, of which over 5,000
regularly contain articles of chemical interest. (1) CA's latest list contains over 5,500 titles.

New approaches to chemical documentation may offer some amelioration to the problems created
by this mass of publication. The Citation Index is one of them. In addition, the Citation Index
can open entirely new paths to scientific knowledge never demanded of the indexes ‘to CA or

Beilstein.
In conventional indexes the “access points”

are subject headings—specific topics or com-
pounds. The access point in the Citation Index
is the individual citation. Having found a
sitation in an article, book; or index the user
would turn to the Citation Index to find all
those subsequent articles or books which Have
cited the work in question.

Citation Index listings consist of the citation
for a particular paper followed by its bibli-
ographical descendants. In conventional bibli-
ographies one usually finds the bibliographical
antecedents of the paper in question.

In the Citation Index bibliographical arrays
are generated according to the user’s frame-
of-reference—not the indexer's. The starting
point in a search would not be a rubric but a
designated article or group of articles. Thus,
'he Citation Index permits each scientist to
establish the degree of specificity he requires
sy the association-of-ideas embodied in in-
dividual citations, i.e., titles, and particularly
‘he set of ideas which gave birth to the citation.

The Citation Index is not a substitute for
indexes like Beilstein or CA. It complements
such indexes admirably. It would be interest-
ng sometime to compare their relative utility
in literature searches. However, the scientist
joes not necessarily use indexes when con-
lucting “searches.” Frequently he locates a
{ew reprints and consults the bibliographies
therein. The Citation Index listings for these
references, if available, would provide leads
:0 information difficult to obtain by searching
ander established index headings. This is par-
ticularly true when trying to locate derivatives
and/or intermediates for known chemical sub.
stances,

Recently (2) I reported how a Citation In-
lex to chemical patents brought together
material not correlated by CA indexing or by
Patent Office classification. It was also shown
row the Citation Index helps to overcome the
problem of changing terminology, time, and
the other inherent limitations of a priori in-

APRIL, 1956 VOLUME 43 THE CHEMICAL BULLETIN NUMBER 4

the Citation Index, is that one would become
aware of segments of papers which might never
be indexed otherwise. Further, these papers
might appear in jo@rnals one could not hope
to cover in his regular reading. It. would, in
effect, be a scientific clipping service. The
Citation Index could thereby help resolve what
Oppenheimer has said is: “The problem of a
coherent civilization is the problem of living
with ignorance and not being frustrated by it,
so that you find occasionally a man who knows
two_ things,” and that intersection may be a
great event in the history of ideas. Occasion-
ally, a man may think that something is rele-
vant or exciting which no one before thought
concerned him professionally.” (4)* The Ci-
tation Index would also achieve “An encyclo-
pedic integration of scientific statements . . .

which is the maximum we can achieve.” (5)
“The new Encyclopedia so aims to integrate
the scientific disciplines,‘sotounify them, so
to dovetail them together, that advances in one
will bring about advances in the other.” (6)
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* 1 am indebted to Dr. Robert Feinstein for
calling this&lt; quotation to my attention.
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CITATION INDEX PROJECT
SECOND EXPERIMENTAL SORTS AND PRINTOUTS

February 2, 1962

The attached sheets are printouts of our second experimental sort
of 400,000 reference citations taken from approximately 25,000 referant
articles.This sample is still heavily biased in chemistry and material
from general science journals. However, it contains much more biological '*
material than first sample of January. Over 465 different referant journals
are represented. Over 133 are represented by two or more issues. A small
number, about 40, represent more than half of the 1389 journal issues that
were processed. These include titles like Nature, Science, JACS, JCS, JBC.

This sample does include some references to non-journal material such
as books. In the author citation index journal abbreviations have not been
standardized as the author sorts were run first in order to have material
available by target date. There are two possible formats for the author
citation index, both very similar, In format A the referant authors are
printed on the right side, whereas in format B the referant authors are
printed on the left as in a conventional bibliography. However, in the
journal citation index a "journal edit" was performed in which a single
abbreviation for each journal has been assigned to the many possible
variations. In the first sample(January 7)citations to the same journal
could appear in several parts of the journal citation index. No attempt
has yet been made to standardize spelling of authors names. We have still
only processed senior authors names.

In the attached samples the cited(reference) author is on far left.
On the same line to the right is the reference citation of the paper
which has been cited. On the next line or lines, slightly indented, is
the citation for the referant(citing) paper or papers. In format A the
citing journal is printed first followed by volume, page and year and
finally citing author. In format B the citing author is printed first
and then the citing journal followed by volume, page and vear.

The sorting pattern is the same as in the first sample. The cited
author is the main sort key, then the: year, volume, and page. Of course,
in the journal citation index the journal is the main sort key. Upon
examining some of the preliminary author citation indexes it was deemed
desireable to sort further by the referant authors. This is particularly
useful for frequently cited articles. In this way self-citations are
grouped together as are all citations by the same referant author. This
was considered more desireable than sorting by referant journal. In the
future it may be desireable to sort by citing author in the author index
and by citing journal in the journal index as part of a computer routine
to eliminate self-citations bv authors or journals.

Repetitive printing of the cited authors name has been suppressed.
In:this sample a single punched-card generates two lines of print--one for
the reference citation and another for the referant. If ‘more than one
article cites the reference, however, the reference line is printed only
once. This is known as group-indication. In subsequent samples, citations
will be "squeezed! together to eliminate the empty spaces between elements.
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NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS
AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION

IN REPLY REFER TO
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LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
21000 BROOKPARK ROAD
CLEVELAND 35, OHIO
TELEPHONE: WINTON 1-6620 TWX: CY 520

March 5, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Sir:

The Lewis Library is interested in obtaining the
following material:

Your paper, entitled:
Fourier transforms in the complex plane.
(American Mathematical Society = 193L

Should the above be available without charge,
would be helpful to us if the carbon copy of this
request were returned to identify the material.

iv

Yours very truly,

Abii, /77 25)
Jb George Mandel

"Chief, Library

"5261 (3-11-58)



Dr. D. 6. Spencer
vent, of Mathematics
Princeton Univers *y
Fine Hall
30% 700
PrincaLon. New Jersey

Dear Ur. Änencer:
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Thank you for your letter of February 1h in vhich yo: requested
an interview with Prozessor Wiener Lor Nr. Lobert G. Leirh, Jr.

AE E, Ta oa wv 3 3 en mee a on ang za - ~~ &gt;

Provegecy Wiener will be Sway Tor a year -= until January 1963 --
myn TA Doe 4 ¡ras ts ax x - 4 &gt; Eo 2 A e ; rá . » . 4
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Lo tee him. Cliviid he, Ci COLPSC, VE demiticu to the FIV Graco ate 3chonl,
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speh Eh 5, 1961

¥r, Francis Eradley Morrison
7 Deuslaos Circle
Tarvwecid, Yago:

™Noor Yr, MorriconMr, Marrigon:

Ihe invitation to the Private Reception in honor of the Fellows
&gt;f the Society of Arts which, in Professor *iener!s name, T should like
bo acknowledge herewith, Las unforticataly escaned mv atienticon due to
e very vis: lar cífice hours.

a es ta Pe &gt; &gt; e 7 } made 4 3 yPrefessnr Ticnsr is awSy for e year and would nel have been able
» A+ e 23 N a e PE. x PA N e 2 A

te attend. I should 1ik? to thank you for tais invitation -- in bia
USENCS =e And ureleciza er uh letilas van nts sone

TMIrs,

va-=Earía fitter
 aE me
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

LINCOLN LABORATORY

LEXINGTON 73, MASSACHUSETTS

March 7, 1962 VOlunteer 2-3370

Professor Norbert Wiener
c/o Professor E. Caianiello
Instituto di Fisica Teorica
Universita di Napoli
Mostra D'Oltremare
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

In behalf of The Electrochemical Society, I would like to invite you to
deliver a talk on a subject of your own choosing at the Society's banquet
on Tuesday evening, September 18th, 1962. The banquet will be held
during the Society's annual fall meeting, which this year will be in Boston.
These annual meetings are attended by scientists with a broad spectrum
of interests from many parts of this country and from many foreign
countries.

We appreciate your very busy schedule, and we would be most honored
if you would accept our invitation. There will be an honorarium of $300.
for this address.

[ am looking forward to hearing from you and will be happy to answer
any questions you may have with regard to this matter.

Sincerely yours,

| (etamy TUS
N

Harry C. Gatos, Chairman
Phenomena at Interfaces Symposium

HCG: bcp
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March 9th, 1962

Mr. Norbert Weiner
53 Cedar Road

Belmont, Mass.

Dear Mr. Weiner:

Enclosed is the April, 1962 issue of PLAYBOY which
contains the second article in the series by
Arthur C. Clarke, YOU CAN'T GET THERE FROM HERE.

Loxrdially,

Jack-Ke Sa.
Mahagínt autor
/

AIK /mgp
enel

pP q Again, we would appreciate your comments.

michigan 2-1000



C.BERTELSMANN VERLAG

serteismann Veriag - Gútersioh - Postfa

Herrn
Prof. Norbert Wiener

53 Cedar Road

Belmont, Mass.
UeSeh.

Verlagsgruppe Bildung und Wissen

Lexika : Mórterouizhar . Atianmt-

Sprachführer und Sorachka:

Populdrwissanschay

Bildbande vugendbüc

Praktische

Stacks.

-~ ~ ~ EL rata=r abby ear gn - ral

hr Zeichen thre Nachricht vom Unser Zeichen :3:':2 52 Antworag3:- Haustelefon Gutersloh * EickhoffstraBe 14-16

CBP/Gt/Te 2494 12. Marz 190.

Sehr geehrter derr Professor!

Vor einiger Zeit erschien in unserem Verlag das Werk "Wo stehen wir heute?"
in dem 20 bekannte Persönlichkeiten aus Kunst und Wissenschaft eine Diag-
nose unserer Zeit zu geben versuchten. Dieses Such fand beim Publikum eine
so große Resonanz und wurde durch die Kritiker so außergewöhnlich stark ge-
würdigt, daß sich der Verlag entschlossen hat, in einem folgenden Band
auch den amerikanischen Geistesbereich unter dem Titel "Abenteuer des Geistes’
zur Sprache kommen zu lassen. "Abenteuer des Geistes" geht auf die bekann-
te Essayserie in der "Suturday Evening Post" zurück, in der 21 führende
amerikanische Persönlichkeiten versuchten, die wesentlichen Gedanken ihrer
Arbeitsgebiete und das Weue und Besondere dieser Arbeitsgebiete verständ-
lich zu machen. Auch dieses Werk fand beim Fublikum eine überaus gute Auf-
nahme. Wir erlauben uns, Ihnen mit zesonderter Post je 1 Exemplar dieser
Terke zu übernmitteln.

zrmutigt durch diese Erfolge sowie durch zahlreiche Leserzuschriften, ent-
stana der Pan, einen 3. gand folgen zu lassen, der sich mit den Quellen
beschäftigt, aus denen acer mensch heute lebt. Diese so entscheidende Frage
kann in ihrer Bedeutung und Sreite wohl nur durch ein Symposion von Bei-
trägen der wichtigsten Lebens- und Wissenschaftsgebiete beleuchtet werden.
Es wäre uns eine große Freude, von Ihnen, sehr geehrter herr Professor, eine
Antwort auf diese gestellte Frage zu erhalten. Wir dachten an einen Beitrag
von etwa 12 - 15 Schreibmaschinenseiten lt. beiliegenaer Probeseite. Da

wir das Buch in diesem iierbst herausbringen mdchten, scllte uns das druck-
reife lanuskript bis spdtestens Ende April 1962 vorliegen. Senden Sie uns
doch vitte außer dem Originalmanuskript einen Manuskriptdurchschlag. Für
Ihren Beitrag steht uns ein einmaliges Pauschalhonorar von DM 1.020.-- zur
Terfigune.

Die Frage, aus welchen Guellen die Menschen heute ihre Kraft zu leben
schöpfen, beschaftigt uns seit Janren. Waher holen Si- versönlich. woher

vy

attersloh 2651
Irtskennziffer fur den
Selbstw3hldienst 05941

3933 Q68

Fr gong ye

Bertelsmann
 GC ütarslah

IA YLT,

Investitions- und Handelsbank,
Frankfurt, Konto 6600
Postscheckkonto des Kommis-
sionshauses Buch und Ton
= ran kfiurt 107NA

Kommissionshaus Buch und Ton

Giitersloh, Friedrichsdorfer Straße 7F
PostschlieBfach 700
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Matt _&lt; _ zumBriefvon. 12. iarz 1962 an derrn Prof. Norbert Wiener, Be.mont

nolt die Gemeinschaft oder eine Wissenschaft ihre Kraft, um Problemen und
Anforderungen gerecht zu werden?

Zinmal steckt in diesem Thema natürlich die ganz persönliche Frage, aus
welchen Kräften heraus der um einen Beitrag gebetene Wissenschaftler,
&lt;ünstler oder Politiker lebt. Solche Antworten können in unserer Zeit
- Um SO persönlicher sie sind, um so besser - vielen wenschen helfen. Nicht

immer wird die unmittelbare persönliche Aussage zu erhalten sein, sondern
der Befragte wird allgemein auf die Guellen des Daseins und auf die Kräfte,
iie seine Disziplin speisen, eingehen. Schließlich liegt es nahe, daß die
Antwort auf die Kraftquellen, die seine Wissenschaft für jeden Menschen und
lie Gemeinschaft bereit hält, hinweist.

kenn "Wo stehen wir heute?" eine grollangelegte Zeit-ILiagnose war, so soll
ler neue Band die heilenden und helfenden Kréafte zeigen, also eine Art
"herapie und Lebenshilfe sein - um im Bilde zu bleiben?

Zu allererst aber ist die Frage so persönlich wie nur möglich gestellt, und
lie Leser werden für eine ganz persönliche Antwort von Herzen dankbar sein.
auf die hier gestellte Frage werden Sie aus Ihrem eigenen Leben gewiß eine
ganz persönliche Antwort mit vielen eindrucksvollen Beispielen geben können.
Nenn Sie den immanenten Gedankengang dieses Buchplanes und Ihres Beitrages
jurchdenken, werden Sie gewiß mit uns der meinung sein, daß Ihre persönliche
Antwort vielen Lesern Kraft, Zuversicht und Mut geoven kann, und das scheint
ns für Autor und Verleger hier und heute eine dringend notwendige Aufgabe.

Wir würden uns sehr freuen, mit Ihrer Mitarbeit rechnen zu dürfen und sehen
Ihrer Stellunznahme mit großem Interesse entgegen.

li. dem Avedrnrek vorzü‘ icher Hochachtung

C. Bertelsmann Verlag
cn Wissenschaft und Allgemeinbildung

-
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/

+
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J5T UHED SIRTRALADIEN

vie Linder Uste und Seniralasiens nehnen eine Fliche ein, die insgesamt ein-

sinhelbmal ¿róñer ist als Lurops zwischen dem Ural und dem Atlantischen Uzean

and fest doppelt so zrol wie die Vereinigten Staaten von Amerikas. ule erstreke

cen sica vom nírdlichea Llameer bie an den kend der Tropen und vom ramir bis

zum Stillen Uzsan. Obwohl dieser sewaltize Raum im desten und Nordoeten einige

ler Sdester und menschenirssten Landschsften der Erde umechliedt, enthilt er

im chinesisch-japaniechen viedlungsgeblet die ¿rote Jevólkcrungeverdichtuns
der Senschheit, lebt doch in den hier uxzriíssenen LiNindern der inner. und ost»

i8istischen Vel% mehr als ein Viertel aller Menschen unseres Ärdballe, 50 sujer.

ordentlich wannigfaltig zuch is einzelnen diese riesige Fläche in Natur una

tulturforuen sein mag, sie hat doch in den vergangenen Jahrisuesndea, ven je.

seiis verschiedenen Äandsebieten abzesehen, durch China eine politische und

sulturella Jussasenlasvung und Jberforderung erizhren, deren Line und Xsche

dlrkungen auch 40rt noch zutage treten, wo die politiachen, kulturellen oder

aledluaganicizen Zinflüsse des echinesiscnen Volkes wieder gunz oder weitgehend

verebbt sind, wie von Zurepa asus Siecluncastrume, Zivilisstionselemente und

*irtechrftaferzan sien in achr oder weniger starkem Ausmaú seit einigen Jalre

sunderten nacit allen Kontinenten ergoasen haben, 80 ist seit mehr sle sweltou»

send Jabren von den chinesischen Xernlendeeheften aus eice aul- und abwogende

‚elie von ciedlern, kulturgzut und wirtscheftlichen Vepflegenbeiten in die une

geheure Velte und Vielfslt des oste und zentralzeistischen kaumes yeflutet und

nat ihm in mindestena ¿cleícher ¿tarke Zize der ngamcengenorigkelt verliehan,

rie sie «hnliche Vorgänge und andere YSlker im abendlindischeu und indischen

Kulturkreis gescheffen haben, Tieses Coneinsame vervischt jedoch keineswegs

die charskteristizcne Ligensrt der vsrschledonen Volker ung Linzelkulturen,

venn es Buch als Leitaotiv ímmer wieder entarcenklingt, sei es in den Casen

les Terinbockens oder der Inneren icagolel, in dea Stencen der dSandachurei

der in den koreanischen dergan, in den Siromlendschaftsn der ehinesischen

tte cder in den Dörfern und auf den heisfeldern ms Fuße der japanischen

Mlenne. Selbst in den ferndetlichen Kendgebisten der Sowjetunion, iat an so

spriohen Stellan noc ein Tddaerhall der Jussmoenhinge dieser rolarti&lt;en

altar vor ais in ihren Grundfestes vom chlnesischen Volke

«ingelay, i in Satur und Raltur isv, verdeutlicht

bereits ein alajemelner Uberbliek, Ver aujergswihnlichen ueersafarse und Lone

tinentalivit des Tari. Beckens und des westlichen Tibet stehen dio wundere



volle Verquickung von Land und Meer im japanischen Inselstaat und die innige

Durchdringung von Gebirge und See im südlichen China gegenüber, Heben Flach-

küsten, wie in den inneren Buchten des Gelben Leeres oder bei Schanghai,

finden wir inselgesáiumte Riasgestade an der chinesischen vudostiiste, neben

der nebelumwallten und kalten Unrahmung des Ochotskischen ¿eeres die sonnen-

dberfluteten Uferlandschaften des sidlichen Japan. Auch in der ñeliefentwick-

lung sind die Gegensätze von eindrucksvoller Gride. Ia Norden Chinas und in
der Kandachurei dehnt sich viele Hundert Kilometer weit stromdurchfurchtes

Tiefland, auf den japanischen Inseln scheiegen sich nur kleine Ebenheiten an

den Saum von Gebirge und leer. An der chinesischen Ostküste in den japanischen

Landschaften sind die Berge von Hegen zerwachsen und von Tálern zersehnitten,

im Innern der kongolei und in Sinkisng ertrinken vielfach dis Gebirge in ihrem

eigenen Abtragungsschutt.DenhöchstenGebirgswällenderErde,denweitüber
3000 m hohen Eishäuptern am tibetischen Südrand und den äiesen im Eunlun und

lienschan, stehen in Zentralssien echte Depressionen gegenüber, und im Baikal-

see, dessen Boden mehr als 1000 m unter dem Meeresspiegel liegt, weist der hier

vehandelte Raum die überhaupt tiefste Einsenkung der Festlandoberfliche auf.

Ler Honsun

Jber dem Herzen des Kontinente, in Zentralasien, aber auch im anschließenden

Ööstsibirien, entwickelt sich in den Wintermonaten das bedeutsamste und dauer-

aafteste Hochdruckgebiet der Erde, wáhrend die sommerliche Erwirmung der Luft-

nassen über die Mongolei und dem Tarimbeacken ein Minimum entstehen last, das

neithin Einfluß besitzt, Durch diese im Gegensatz zu den im Osten und Stiden

vorgelagerten Meeresweiten stehende Luftdruckverteilung kommt es im Zusammen-

Firken mit andern Faktoren zu einem eindrucksvollen jahreszeitlichen Luft-

austausch zwischen iieer und Festland, zum Entatehen der Monsune, die, in Ver»

bindung mit wandernden Tief¿ruokgebieton, fir Virtschaft und Lebensweise Ost-

asiens von bestimmender Wichtigkeit sind. ler vom leer her wehende Sommer-

20n8un fúhbhrt feuchtrarme Lufimassen in die Randgebiete, im Winter aber stürzt

Bich kalte, trockene Luft aus den Hochdruckgebieten des Binnenlandes den wirme-

ren Gestaden entgegen, im Norden Chinas mit innerssiamtischem Staub beladen und

nur dort, wo sie gezwungen ist, auf weiteren Strecken über Zee zu streichen,

vie in Teilen Japans, Niederschlag bringend. Vährend des «onsunwechsels tre-

ten im Frühjahr und besonders im Herbst in den kandmeeren Ostasiens verhee-

rende Wirbelsürme auf, die Taifune der Chinesischen Meere, die an den Küsten

Chinas und Japans in wenigen Stunden furchtbare Verheerungen verursachen
cónnena



Gerard Piel / 133 West 72nd Street, New York 23, N. Y., SC 4-4214

March 13, 1962

Dear Mr. Weiner:

I am writing to you to ask you to join with me in celebrating
the happiest recent development in the life of our democracy:
the arrival of Assemblyman Mark Lane.

He first captured my admiration by his bold and imaginative
opposition to the fall-out shelter hoax at Albany. On this
issue he displayed not only humanity and courage but a refresh-
ing talent for political satire. We have been reminded for the
first time in years that we have an Assembly, and our Assembly-
men have been made uncomfortably aware that they have constitu-
ents! During the next week or two, Mark Lane will be teaching
his colleagues to read -- to read, at least, the 500 to 700
bills they are accustomed to enact to the cadence of the Speak-
er's gavel in the last three hours of their hitherto private
proceedings in the Capitol.

I am equally impressed by what I have learned about his pre-
Albany career: As a trial lawyer he has defended minority groups
and "unpopular" causes. He has led tenant groups in demonstra-
tions to Albany and City Hall for stronger rent control laws and
better housing. He has taken the Freedom Ride to the South: he
has upheld the First Amendment against HUAC.

These are talents that we need in Washington! It is good news
therefore, that Mark Lane has announced his candidacy for the
seat in the newly Gerrymandered 19th Congressional district.

I invite you to join with me in a group of 100 people to support
his candidacy. On Tuesday evening, April 10th, we will hold a
dinner in his honor at the Hotel Astor. I hope your name will
appear along with mine on the invitation.

Please sign the enclosed card thereby letting me know you will
lend your name and support to this venture.

. Sincerely,
Gerard Piel
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DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES
UNION COLLEGE

SCHENECTADY 8, N.Y.

PHONE: DICKENS 6-3428

March 16 19€?

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Would you be available for a visit to
Union College next year? We would like to
hear you speak on a topic of general inter-
est and perhaps to meet informally with a
small group of students as well as a public
lecture.

A fall date would be desireable for us,
From mid-October to mid-November is best
(excluding November 7). If vou have an
agent, would you please refer this letter
to him with a request that we be provided
with information on ycur usual honorarium?

37 - * + ""NUYS,

den. —.

Chairman
Lectures Program



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A. S. B. L

Namur, 16th March 1962.
Secrétariat :

13, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél. (081) 279.83

Nv

Dear Sir,

We have pleasure in informing you that our
Association is about to publish the Proceedings of the IIIrd
International Cybernetics Congress, held at Namur from 11th
to 15th September 1961.

The Proceedings will appear in the form of a
single bound volume of first-rate quality comprising approxi-
mately 900 pages, 25 x 16 em. (10 x 6 1/4 in.).

A subscription has now been opened,confined
to those who attended the Congress,to members of the Interna-
tional Association for Cybernetics, and to individuals and
firms that have shown an interest in our activities. It will
be closed on 31st August 1962.

The rate of subscription has been fixed as
follows

Members of the Association : 600 Belgian francs

Other individuals and organisations: 1.000 Belgian francs

After 31st August 1962 the followingrates
will hold :

Members of the Association : 900 Belgian francs

Other individuals and organisations: 1.300 Belgian francs

We are arranging for the publication of the
Proceedings during the first half of 1963,.We are convinced
that they will be of great value to you. Indeed,there is
unanimous agreement that the work done at this IIIrd Con-
gress has delimited the sphere of Cybernetics with greater
vrecision than ever before.

C.C.P./Postal Ch. Acct. n° 453.56—Banquiers/Bankers: Banque de la Société Générale de Belgique, Namur (Belg.) n° 77.851 ;
Paur la France : Cote Postal no Q47 du Crédit Lyonnais. BY des ltaliens. 19. Paris 2me. en faveur du Cote no 372 033.00



I am sure you will be anxious to obtain
these important documents at the favourable rates offered.
I should be obliged therefore if you would be good enough
to forward the subscription form attached, if possible by
return of post.

Yours fai es
_

. « LEMAIRE

beputy Director.



During 1962 our activities will be mainly
directed to the following objectives y publication of the
Proccadings of the 3rd Congress; publication of Volume V
of "Cybernatica; participation in the Colloquium at
Royaumont concerning information in modern science and
organisation of a Colloquium devoted to Legal Documentation
and Cybernetics.

You will note that, despite its modest means,
our Association gives evidence of plenty of vitality and
makes an effective contribution to the propagation of idcas
concerning Cybernetics.

We are pleased to inform you that, following
the decisicn of the Annual General Meeting held at Namur
on 16th September 1961, members! subscriptions for 1962
have been kept at the same level as for 1961 - i.e. 200
Belgian francs (£ 1-9-0) for individual members.

We take the liberty of drawing your attention
to the advantages accruing te our members : reduction in the
price of our publications and in Congress fees.

You will find attached for your convenience

1) A renewal form for membership of the Association,
which we should be pleased to reeveive, duly completed,
by return of post. This includes an order form for our
various publications now available which you may wish

to obtain;

2) A membership subscription form (and for renewal of your
subscription to "Cybernetica" for 1962, if desired).

Yours faithfully,

, 2MATRE.

acing Administrator.



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNÉTIQUE

A.S BI

Namur, 20th February 1902.

Secrétariat ;

13, Rue Basse-Marcelle

NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél. (081) 279.83

N ©

Dear Sir,

The International Cybernetics Association
has just completed its fifth year of existence.

Having met and overcome the initial diffi-
culties, it has mounded off this first phase by the
successful: organisation of the 3rd International
Cybernetics Congress. The work of this Congress has
delimited the sphere of Cybernetics with greater pre-
cision than ever before, as can be scen from the contents

of the papers read there.

The publication of the Congress Proceedings
is to take place shortly.

The Proceedings of the 2nd International
Jybernetics Congress appeared during 1961. This publication
aroused a gratifying amount of interest both on the part
of members of the organisation and on that of numerous. Ins-
titutions and Societies that are not members.

The quaterly review, "Cybernetica, whose
columns are open to our members, sets out the results of
the most recent work in the field of Cybernetics. It is
just ending the fourth ycar of its existence and is enjoying
an ever more marked success. The slight delay in publication
refered to above will very shortly be made up.

C.C.P./Postal Ch. Acct. n° 453.56—Banquiers/Bankers:Banquedela Société Générale de Belgique, Namur (Belg.) n° 77.851 ;
Pour la France : Cpte Postal no 947 du Crédit Lyonnais. BY dea Italiens. 19 Paris 2me. en favaur dn Cpte n° 372 033 00



INSTITUT FUR TECHNISCHE ELEKTRONIK
DER TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCHULE MUNCHEN

DIREKTOR: PROF. DR. M. KNOLL

ARCISSTRASSE 21 - TEL. 5592/5768, FERNSCHR. 0565-22854

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Professor of Kathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge 5%, fassa.
Tn nich. March 16, 1562

Neer TProfessor Wisner:

I hope that your legs are well again after the terrible
shock: you had last fall. I admired your complete negation of
sain in favour of our discussion which was enlightening for ne
in many respects and for which IT thank you very much

During my visit you menticned that you possibly would be
able to give a lecture at the Kunich Technische Hochschule on
science and religion. he and in particular rrcf. Saver will be
very glad if this could be possible. Therefore ve are “sing ycr
hether you could come during this sumier and wiich date voula
&gt;e convenlient for vou.

SOUS

»

 U
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naples, luoly
"arch 19, 1062

Profe Dine o elle Schouten
Ingtitut Yoor Perceptie Onderzosiz
Insulincdelsan 2
Tindhezen
TethoriIanda

rear Dr. Scehouten:

Your Leiter of Tebrusry 6, Just caught up with me here
In Yeples where we errived ebout tea days año, £8 you perhaps

 mow the Second Internstional Consress of Cybernetle Jedleine
#111 be held in Amsterdem from April 16-19, thls year. "y wife
end I expect to be there, and we should like very much to ge
La touch with you during or dlrectly after the conzress,

There are a creat meny things, both selentiflic and pore
sonal, 7 srould líxze to discuss with yous I enould illke very
mich to visit your institute end give the lecture you mention
ES the time 1s suitable.

meo field of reserrch I an cncaced in at present in the
mnited “totes has to do with the cybernetics of proihcseg.
» eoncldereble oncund of work in this field has been done in
ussia recently. "y group vents me to find out ebout similar worxa
eins Cone beth in ecnsory nrethegls end motor proiheais in
the» cnmintricda

“erceret and I cre heving a deli-htfui time in “aniles
Sere Ioshorl be for e ycar with the Istituto di Tisicas Teorico.
Intversita ¿1 “apoli, Mostra d'oltrenare, Napoli. 7 300 111
be to ercanise er rethes Lelp with the or-enisation ef e ENirse
En crbe-netica lescinr ta a doctorates

“ith best vw..rhe
Tren von 8000s a2 En

“om house to house, and hoping to hear

sincerely yours,

Worhert *Lener



Ente Nazionale ldrocarbure

SCUOLA DI STUDI SUPERIORI SUGLI IDROCARBURI

prot. 20328 San Donato Milanese
Tel. 53.53

20th March 1962

Prof. Norbert WIENER

- &gt; pref. Edoardo Cajaniello

Istituto di Fisica Teorica

via A- Tari

NATI

Dear Prof. Wiener,

as agreed upon, I send you the texts of the two

sonferences you delivered at our School.

As soon as you will give me back the correct ver-

sion, I will arrange for it to be published on our review

"La Scuola in Azione".

I thank you once more for your precious contri-

bution, ad am,

yours faithfully

Vz—
ra

 e fe
&gt; Camatini



(EE D
OIL AND GAS PRODUCERS

FIRST NATIONAL BUILDING

OKLAHOMA CITY 2, OKLAHOMA

20 March 1962

JOHN P. DOWDS

Dr. John R. Pierce

Bell Telephone Laboratories
Murry Hill, New Jersey

dear Dr. Pierce:

Your excellent new text, "Symbols, Signals and Noise"
arrived at the Oklahoma City Library the first of this year, and I
have appreciated reading it. The book does a fine job of elucidation

on the topic of information theory, and will be very useful for people
who were unable to understand some of the more difficult, abstract
references that preceded vours.

In February of 1960, I wrote the article that I am sending
you a reprint of for World Oil. After editing, reorganizing and
deleting, it finally appeared in the September 1961 issue of that
magazine. In order to popularize the paper some of the important
math and definition was lost, but enough still remains to introduce
a reader to the subject.

In your book on pages 24 and 80, and in the chapter titled
Information Theory and Physics", you warned the readers not to

confuse the entropy of information theory with the entropy of
thermodynamics. In the reprint article for World Oil, you will see
where I present subsurface exploration maps for oil and gas by
making use of communication theory entropy, and the entropy of
statistical mechanics.

I believe such problems in petroleum geology can be
satisfactorily approached by the use of this brand of math and
physics, and this type of study should be catagorized under the
topic of geophysics in the earth sciences. Perhaps this fusing of
‘he two entropies is what you have described as "informed ignorance'"
on page 108. However, if I have been too long on imagination, and

too short on scientific rigor, the result has been some extraordinarily
useful exploration maps for helping an oil producer decide where to
drill a hole in the earth.

Continued



Dr. John R. Pierce 20 March 1962

Some of the maps included in my World Oil article were

completed about 6 years ago. At that time it was predicted that a

success ratio of 50% to 80% would be obtained if the wells yet to be

drilled were located properly in certain areas. The statistics
released for the year 1961, which is 5 years after the original study,
shows that Beaver County had a 50% wildcat success ratio, and a

78% ratio in development wells. A total of 267 wells were drilled
in that county alone in 1961.

I noticed that you dedicated your book to Dr. and Mrs.

Shannon. Of the 30 references that should have followed my article

in the bibliography, Dr. Shannon was one of the two names that

survived. Professor Wiener and his text '"Cybernetics'' was also

left out. Il am sending those two men copies of this letter and the
World Oil article to M.I. T.

Sincerely yours,

ANABACO

— \,
“

Pe)

Y John + . Dowds

General Manager

JPD:hva

Enclosure

SC: Dr. Norbert Wiener

Dr. Claude E. Shannon



DANIEL SILVERMAN, M. D.

269 SOUTH 19rx STREET

PHILADELPHIA 3, PA.

KINGSLEY 5-3356

Rus.,, MELROSE 5-2584

Professor Norbert Heiner
Department of Mathematics
Tessechusetts Instituve of
Sembridre 79, "-— “sachusetis

Lerch 20, 1902

fechnology

HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

deer irofessor Heiner:

Bech vear for ihe pest ten years the Eastern Association of Elec-
sroencephalographers has invited en outstanding scientist to deliver the
Kershmen Kemorieael Lecture of its &amp;nnuvel lieebing in December, Recsuse of
the wide interests of Dr, John Kershmen, the Ascocietion decided thet
hie memorial lecture is not to be restricted to the field of electroen=

sephalozraphy but rether is to includs releted areas of investication,
The Asscciztion would be honored to have you deliver the 1962 Lershman
Lecture,

The 1952 Annual ieeting will be held on Wednesdey, December 12%h,
25 the Lennox “ill Xospital in Tew York city. The Lecture is the first
address in the afternoon sessicn, imediately after lunch, et 2:00 Lia.
it is nlenned to be epyroximately 45 minutes in len; th, with the poscir-
cility for a 10 mimte period of questions or discussion, There is?
2200 Tororarinn Dlus trevel e &gt;
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there is any need vo put mv &gt;esignation before the board

-““mectors. be kind enough to due sor
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"fos Valerie Ue MeCallunm
Amnolntuente Officer
The mivercity of Tew Fouth “ales
20x 1, Post CPfice,
Censin-ton, lev South “ales
aatralis

y E FmPoor aun?

Your letter of Tebriary 9, asking me Tor comment on the
al4cctions anú cxncrience of “Ya ieheel !rbib, who 18 epolyinc

far an antolintaent as WH alting Lecturer, School of Tathenotles &amp;%

cour University, has just reached me here in Nonles, henec te

Jelay in my reply.

pe Arbib is st present working Tov

an the bases of stztiticel mechanless 1: ET 2.1 continual contact

„24% him An the prosress of his vorke I hrve anon hin at Yel Te

cap more then a year. In 8nlic of his vouth he ©

of creat inslrht end I look conficdently forward t

In the future. TI can recommend him with ‘a clear consciciec #28 a

visiting lecturer, ond I think very ravorshly of him Jor his

desire to nut his scvices eb the dlgrosel oF nis own county.

te to coins to be hesrd of, end I £m sure that will be a credit

Lo fustrrlia. In prrticuler, he hes e thorourh knowledre of

Aalto. ond function soree, end I en countin: ON him to heln

no in tne dovelooment of this ficld.

eo ander TE

~ mettennticlion

 develonent

e la e fricndly, sincere, molest younr men who I em —oué

Im havo 293 my student.

Amp



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS

 RI ARE,
CENTER FO}

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES

March 21, 1962

Professor Norbert Wiener
c/o Professor Cajaniello
Jniversity of Naples
163 Via Manznoi
Naples, Italy

Dear Professor Wiener:

I trust that you and Mrs. Wiener have enjoyed your trip.
Elaine and I would love to be with you, but it was unquestionably
necessary that I remain here. The job of setting up a reliable
system to compute the power spectrum of the EEG is complicated
and time-consuming, no matter how one goes about it.

Completion of the computational aspect of the work is
just around the corner. Unfortunately, the corner keeps
receding. All I can report at this time is that flip-flops
and squarers, etc., are tricky gadgets and that neither
Professor Rosenblith, Dr. Barlow nor I have lost courage.
They continue to give me encouragement, guidance and full
packing.

I have seen Professor Margenau's response, but I do not
feel that I shall be prepared to initiate correspondence for
quite some time.

Please give my regards to Mrs. Wiener and to Professor
Cajaniello.

Sincerely yours.

Clerha e. E bins A
Charles E. Robinson

CER/bm
cc. Dr. John S. Barlow

Professor Walter A. Rosenblith

Zo



BASIC RESEARCH FILM PROJECT

SCIENCE SERVICE
THE INSTITUTION FOR THE POPULARIZATION OF SCIENCE organized 1921 as a non- THE BASIC RESEARCH FILM PROJECT of Science Service, conducted

profit corporation, with trustees nominated by the National Academy of Sciences, the under a National Science Foundation grant, is for production under a
National Research Council, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, scientific committee of films for television and other educational use.
the E. W. Scripps Estate and the Journalistic Profession. PROJECT DIRECTOR: DR. KARL FRANK

COORDINATING DIRECTOR: EVELYN DAVIS
ATSO AW N DAVIS, DIRECTOR COORDINATING PRODUCER: DOROTHY LOOKER

Headquarters: 1719 N Street N.W., Washington 6, D.C., NOrth 7-2255 Film Project Office: 1742 Church Street N.W., Washington 6, D.C., ADams 2-5548

March 23, 1902

wre Yorbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridge, Massachusetts

Jear ir. Tiener:

Your name has been give.i us as a possible source of
tie information we are secxiag. “e wishn to locate the
scientists in tails country who are workiag in tine field
of bionics ad will siucerely a»rreciate auy assistsuce
you may de avle to give us in findiug tae.

A returir eavelope is euclosed for your reply iu the
event you are able to tell us of the uaues aud labora-
tory locatious of any such scientists.

Y e wr &gt;e

-
— op wim

LIOR

ours,

e

2nC1,
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Michael Arbib,
Mathematics Department,
MoleTosg Cambridhe 39,
Masse., UeSehos
March 24, 1962.

Dear Professor Wiener,
I wrote to you nearly a month ago. Since I have not received an

answer, I fear my letter may have gone astray, and so will abstract
from 1t a number of questions which I should be most grateful to have
you answer:

2. Questions on the last 2 chapters of your "Nonlinear Problems" book:
(Page by page, so I hope you have a copy handy)
119: You define phase space in the Gibbs sense in par2, However, every

subsequent usage, starting with that of par3 would indicate that byphase space you mean the 6 dimensional (x,y,z,u,v,w) space, Is this so?
Also, u, vy, W are used in the sequel both as velocltles and as momenta.
Do you prefer velocities (cf., e.Bes equ (15.1))?
120: You say "We wish to confine ourselves to additive functionals
that are not changed under an identical translation of the position
soordinatesofallponts." Would you please explain why we wish this,
1218 I follow the arguments on p.l1l20, but cannot see why this implies
14.7). And what happened to u,v,we Should the argument in (14.7)
Finish off e.esU 5V 5 zus VW) ? And should F in (14.8) also depend
on alpha? n Dn ef. (14,14)
122: In the first line after (14.11), there should be a w in the arg of ro.

124: Should (15.8) be ie dr (TE) AA
2

In 4th line after (15.8), du not dn. "We see that the infinitesimal
shange of x and u generates an infinitesimal measure transformation
on alpha." Should that read "measure preserving transformation on alpha"?
And I must confess I dont see-it = would you please explain?
125: I do not follow (15.12), and I do not see how the left hand side

&gt;f 32-17) comes out of it. Why is (15.14) different from (14,14)?Is (14,14) your preferred form?
126: Could you please give me the reference for the work of Kolmogoroff
mentloned on the last line?
127: In (15.18) is K really our old friend the F of (15,2)? I think
(15.18) only expresses the dynamical change = where does 1t express the
change due to change in the variable alpha with time?

Why is (15.19) expressed with different signs from (15,15)?

be A discussion of what I understand your methodology to be (I should
like you to remove any misconceptions I may have as soon as possible):

We work in a phase space fiof 6 dimensions. A system, which we shall
index by the symbol“, is then to be represented by a density function
"(Xyy ,Z3UsV ,Ws % ) defined for thw whole phase space, which is to be
Interpreted as the density of material of the system located at (x,y,z)
in space and having (u,v,w) for velocities, (It seems to me that the
advantage of specifying density 1s that we can immmedlately deduce the
kinetic energy of the system +“ to be

a. ! Nes +, Vv La) 2 LA, yz AR OY al X dm a e. els ¿ &gt;

SA:

e)
But this very transition to a specification by density means that we

lose our finite number of discrete particles and so have a continuous
zas. But because of equipartition of energy we see that we need to
regain the idea of a finite number of degrees of freedom, And 1t 1s



for this purpose that you want to study systems In which the space
harmonic analysis has a finite radius = for the finite number of the
dummy variables appearing in the thus truncated expansion will then be
the desired finite number of degrees of freedom (this means that we shall
be dealing in expansions with about 102% terms!:). N

Just as Gibbs determines an ensemble by disträbuting points in [ =space,
we will determine an ensemble by distributing:; along the real line.
Jur averages willl then be taken over the ensemble using the approach of
your non-linear theory.

As a system evolves in time, its density function changes, But this
just means that 1t gets a density function of our ensemble with a new
index. Hence the mechanical motion of our system may be regarded as a
transformation of our &lt;line which leaves the statistical distribution
(which determines the ensemble) unchanged. We strive to bulld up
such transformations in terms pf measure-preserving infinitesimal
transformations,

I eagerly look forward to your reply. I shall welcome all the
suegestiond you have to make and all the help you have to offer,

with best wishes,
Yours sincerely.



Jim }Molonev
5701 Sh
Tarzar

- L7AVE.
"alifornic

—_

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Nassachusetts Institute of Technology
Jembridge, Massachusetts,

Dear Doctor Wiener:

First, I Just completed reading, "The Fuman Us
Thank vou very much for a milestone in my 1if

&gt; FU"um e nN Peings . N

I realize that you must be bomharded with mail from individuals
lite myself and I certainly don't want to impose on you, sO
IT would like to say now that if you don't feel this letter Warr ens
an answer, I will understand.

Indeed the only reason for ny presumption might he hlamed on
Jordon Pask in, "Ar avoroach to Cybernetics." L: ris opening
statement he states, "Its (Cybernetics) interdisciplinary
character emerges when it considers economy not as an economist,
biology, not as a biologist, engines, not as en engineer." I
nave talten the next step, cybernetics,notasacybernetician...
and a ranlz amatuer at that. Towever, a couple of ideas have
occured to me and I wented to get your opinion(egain, if an opinion
is warrented.)

I have arrived at te
plate3

That the 71m
(or tene. _
is that tea=~ _
from in its

Tie ~onmevhat inter-

N 23 best nen iv_i. fel
 e ln (memorized) e Ind it

Trial t:2t the sup-conscious drars
development.

a

I don't wish to imply that this is tre only factor
in T.Q. development...just,perheps,animportant
possibility

That tre speed of assimilation o” input in computers
is in direct »ronc”tic-= t. Tc speed o assimilation
of input by tac .-u. o. comnlexity e“ te human mind
In ot:er words. ¿e More comiex tre mec. -sa(humean
NIpeY Fe Tonger 1 tale Tn assimilete |

e
r

; ”

UT

doa ously kind
esxnlaln the evolution a

nr
academic,

Pa

Dr. Pridgeman started me thinking about it(The Way Things Are).
In his preface he said, "I have Tecome increasingly convinced
that there is something radicelly wrong in the way civilized man
uses his brain...that there is some funde=ental ineptness in the
Jay that we all handle our ninds.”



of
fos

[ was thinking about that when +ypotheslis A. struck he, laybe
the trouble is the way we feed ourselves information. (Tere,
[ had Ross Ashby's Networks of Fo:--7 Neurones in mind). I'm
sure(and, dammit, I am sure(from intuition(I can't spell intuitively?’
because I really don't lmow) that if we fed a computer as sloppily
as we feed out own minds, they wouldn't do nearly as well as ve
do. With this poseibility in mind, I started memorizing Gordon
Pask's bool in toto...I'm up to chopter three, and I am astounded
by all of the ideas that heave progressively started banging around
in ny mind. I then decided that it wasn't reallv necessary to
nerorige all of the material, but only the scientific facts which
had to áccurate...on that basis, I'm through chapter three in
Pridesemans book and chepter five of your book,

Te next thing that stuck in my mind was Pridgemen's statement,
"There are still many new and revolutionary things to be said
which have escaped us because they are so close, ubiquitous, and
constant that we heave not “een able to see them." My two hypothesis
rave been fun for me(and new and exciting...no matter how acedenmic
they misht in reality turn out to be) and so Dr. Trideeman is also
responsible for my presumtion,

Anway, ny thinl-ing regarding B went this wav

tomputers recieve~oops, i before e except after clea good ergument
for proper taping of the nind?), receive invut considerably
Faster than the human mind.

(I'm using ny tepe herc--fron Pask) "In particular (licColloch)
re and Pitts showed that plausible networks of the formal
neurones were automata capable of many gembits-=-such as
EATING, ILATORATION OF GESTALTON, AND EXTODILENT OF USIVERSALS.

(to quote you--seme tape) The work of Dr. W. Ross Ashby is
rrobably the greatest modern contribution to § 1s subject
insofar as it concerns the analogies between living orgenisms
and machines, Learning. like more primitive forrs of feedhcó,
is a process which reads differently forward and bactward in
time. The whole conception of the apparently purposive
organism, whether it is mechanical, biological} or social, 1s
trat of an arrow with a particular direction in the stream of
time ratrer than that of a line segnent facing roth ways which
we may rerard as roinz in either direction.

Tow during the third annual New York University Institute of
Prilogop:yClas:instonSquare,NewYork,1¢59)=---youwerethere
and delivered "Tre Train anc Tacine(Summery)", Arthur C.
Dento raised tre question, "Suppose all the physical discrepancies
between the humen brain end currently most “ighly developed
servomec:anisms were someday over come, end trat mac-ine turned
mt to he conscious...In te proposition !A machine M becomes
conscious when it reaches agpoint p of complexity? of the sane
-ind as 'Water hoils ot 100 C'...7ut philosophers might Tenporize.
on the rrounds that while we ere reasonably cleer avout the
predicate 'is hoiling! we are far fron clear on conscious.,..e
111 hardly imow wat to look for when lí as heen trousnt to”



dell, my next thougrt was back to you, It seared to ne,
from a point of view of entropy and the Cibsirn Contingency
thet me sure as hell wouldn't find 'what to lool for! by
putting the old cert before the horse, A better approach
qould be to determine some chieracteristic in the orcanisetion
of Cie human mind which could(posgibly)denote that the brain
is at that locus.conscious. . + xls PT 7 ad ML A

Thus came ny Fypothesis P

As I sald In the beginning, I'm well oware that these grect thoughts
of nine are not so dem great after all and Pe... el monger Tron
you could very well be an imposition...but secing I've gonc t:is
far, IT might as well go ell the wey. Imm coming to New York: next
weell to meet with liCCann-Tiriclison(with one of thelr brain trust,
Joe Culligan) about an association itil: then...for, I'm beginning
to suspect, some ind of © perverse reason I have been trying to
affect this relationship for over a vezr and not setting very Coon
Ter( I think larion Tarn~r could do with a little thinling about
hinself as Watt's governor.,for = researc: agency, I can't help
but think tev need to over&amp; aul their feedbacl: appsratus). |
Incidentily, es you probably lmow, they quote the hell out of you---
so Il assume you probably have a nersmal relations:ip to some of
 ¿hemo ..if you do, I would appreciate it if vou wouldn't mention
the above comment...the request, presumption number two(Why in
nell would you mentlon it anywey!) Which brings me to Presumption
number three, ..New York being so close to Cambridge, I would very
much lilze to drop up your way, if you could find tire in your Teevy
schedule to join me for a couple of Nertinis and dinner...l should
say my wife and I(her folks are from Joston...so she'd insist upon
coming along). My racket(until I became fixed on te lcCenn associatior
has been as a 'Follywood Agent!, ny wife's an esctress(in the Family
tradition, her fether was a silent film ster, Pat O'tralley) and
we might contribute(in an acaderiic twevy)sone interesting socizlogical
observations on this strance animal called Follywood...or at least
weld trv ard.

If the suggestion intrigues you, you might have your secretery drop
ne a line in cere of Joe Culligan, 485 Lexington Ave. (McCann-Ericlison’
Jith Your phone number... T'11 cive vou a huxz and we'll set it un.

Jithout fear of being redundant, I will certainly understand if
time prescures prevent an answver,..once acein ny sincere thanks
Por "The TTuman use of “iman beings",

"Warmy
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Professor Norbert Wiener

Istituto di Fisica Teorica

Universita di Napoli

Mostra d'Oltremare, Pad. 19

NAPELS (Italy).

Dear Professor Wiener,

l was very happy to receive your

letter, informing us that you will be able to attend the

Second International Congress of Cybernetic Medicine.

All participants will undoubtedly benefit very much from

your presence who have been a pioneer in this field.

Could you let me know whether you

like to give an introductory lecture or a summary statement

during the symposium of cybernetics of the nervous system,

or whether you prefer to participate in the discussion and

not give a lecture at all ?

I will take care of your hotelreserv-

ation. We would like to regard you as a honorary guest of

the conference, so you will not have to pay the registration

fee. Could you let me know at what time you are arriving at

the station in Amsterdam because I would like to meet you

2t the station.

It will be a real pleasure meeting

vou in Amsterdam,

Yours sincerely,

Dr J.P.Schadé,

secretary-general.

aci.
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Miss Dorothy Locker
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18/1, Barrackpore Trunk Road,
P.0. Belghoria (West Bengal),
India.
March 31, 1962.

Dear Norbert,

1 am sorry you could not come on here from Bombay.
Here is one of the more cybernetic problems before me at
the moment, If an area is divided into "niches"', each
of which will furnish material for the growth of one seed,
but not for that of two or more, then if the density of
seeds scattered at random is x per niche, the frequency

of seedlings per niche is xe x not exceeding e i, This
agrees very well with the survival of blowfly larvae on
finite amounts of meat.

If, at very low density, a population with separate
©.g. annual) generations, can increase by R (say R „200
for some blowflies), then if x_ is the density in year n
( on a suitable scale, n

o“ .

£ = Fe +n+l Rx -

.

hy (1)

f &gt;0, for blowflies £~ 5, for the most fertile
annual organisms pe ~ 20.

X,, = Pis a stable equilibrium (fixed point) of

(1) if p&amp; 2. For @&gt; 2 there is no stable equilibrium,
but there are stable periodicities x .o =X is a possible

periodicity for all (&gt; 2, maximally stable atp=2°2553,
and unstable for p &gt; 2°7944,

[riennial oscillations are possible for © &gt; 3°11675;
quadriennial oscillations are possible for

P &gt; 3°6, etc

I conjecture that there is a small range of P for
which each oscillation is stable in a sufficiently vast
population. But in fact by the time f = 4 one would

set oscillations reducing x to 1078 or SO,

I wanted to ask you if all this is very well known.
As soon as generations overlap one gets an integral equa-
tion and though no pupae may hatth on some days,

P.T.O
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oscillations of 2 generations are in fact stable LuenmA pr
However as Kronecker said''God made the integers”,
so I am starting on them.

My colleague S. D. Jayakar and my wife are
having a wondrous time getting the fairly complete
record of the foundation of the nest of a social
wasp (Polistes sp.) recording all Journeys for
food and "paper', and feeds of larvae. She sometimes
lays an egg in the dark. It involves about 13 hours
a day watching, and may last a month. But nobody
has ever done it before, and it is worfh doing, The
statistics will také longer to work out than the
observations. Luckily Jayakar is rather a good
statistician.

Yours sincerely,

BS Hable
(J.B.S. Haldane.)

Prof. Norbert
Massachusetts
Brookline
Mass. JeSeho

Jiener
Institute of Technology












